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ON THE VALIDITY OF WEISSKOPF PHASE SHIFT IN THE PRESSURE BROADENING
AND SHIFT OF SPECTRAL LINES
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The classical theory of collisional broadening and shift parameter (~, 8) of an isolated spectral line is used to obtain
simple analytical formulas for calculating both ~ and 8. These formulas are obtained on the assumption that the short
range interaction is effective only in the broadening while the long range is effective in the shift of the spectral line. The
parameters ~ and 8 depend on the Weisskopfphase shift'll" = I. The obtained formulas are applied to both vandervaals
and Lennard - jones model potentials for some atomic pair interactions. The obtained results are in close agreement with
the numerical results obtained before. This verify the validity of both of the Weisskopf phase shift and the obtained
analytical formulas.
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Introduction
It has long been appreciated that measurements of the

collision broadening and shift of spectral lines contain infor-
mation concerning interatomic forces, and since the work of
Wiesskopf [I], it has been possible to make quantitative
estimates of interatomic force consia.its. Quantum mechani-
cal formulation of the impact approximation to the theory of
collision broadening and shift of spectral lines (Griem [2])
gives results which differ little from those of the classical
theory of Lindholm [3] and Foley [4]. It seems worth while,
therefore, to use the classical theory of collision broadening
and shift developed for any interaction potential.

To interpret the experimental data the theoretical values
of broadening and shift parameters in the impact limit of line

broadening theory have been calculated for Vanderwaals,

Lennard Jones and Czuchaj Sienkiewicz [5] potentials by
many authors Bielski et al. [6], Dygdala ezdi. [7] and DygdaLa
et al. [8]. The results of these calculations are obtained by the

numerical solution of the Lindholm and Foley impact theory
of broadening developed by Hindmarh [ ]. The aim of this
work is to obtain simple analytical formulas based on the
assumption that the ranges of the interactidn potential respon-
sible for the broadening and shift of the spectral line are
different and also to verify the validity of the Wiesskopf phase

shift assumption 11" = I.
Background. In the isolated line case the impact approxi-

mation yields alorentzain profile with half width yand shift /';.

given by

y= 2N < v ab (v) > (la)

/';.= N < v as (v) > (Ib)
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N is the density number of perturbing gas, v is the relative
velocity of the radiating and perturbing atoms, and the symbol
< ....> denotes the thermal average over the maxwellian distri-
bution of velocities. ab (v) and as (v) are the thermal averag-
ing of effective cross sections for the broadening and shift

respectively. Although the importance of the correct maxwel-
lian averaging in (1) was suggested years ago by some authors
(e.g Hindmarch [10]. In most theoretical interpretations of

temperature dependence ofline shape parameters the maxwel-
lian averaging is omitted and the formula (1) are approximated

by

y (V) = 2N va" (v) (2a)

/';.(v) = N v as (\I) (2b)

in which v is replaced by the mean relative velocity v = [8 kT/
n u] 1/2 where ~ is the reduced mass of the radiator - perturber
system and k is Boltzmann's constant. According to the

adiabatic phase shift theory the effective cross sections ab (v)

and as (v) are given by

ab (v) = 2 1tj P [ 1 - cos 11 (v, p)] dp (3a)
. 0

a (v) = 21t j P sin 11 (v, p) dp (3b)
s 0

where 11 (v,p) denotes the total phase shift caused by single
collosion occuring at impact parameter p and relative velocity

v. If the perturber follows a straight line trajectory then 11(v.p)
can be written by Fi.!,ldeisen et at. [11] as:

""P)";, I R:'~~;dp ...............•.................... (4)

Here R is the intera:dmic distance, /';.v (R) is the difference of
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the adiabatic potentials describing the interaction between
pcrturbcr and the emitting atom in its upper and lower states
and P is the minimum interatomic distance.

For the simplest case of monotonic inverse-power poten-
tials fi v (R) = hen R?', the phase shift TJ(v, p) takes the form

TJ(VI' p) = an Cn / v pn-I (5)

where
an = Yn r (.!!...:..l..) / r (n/2)

2
,

The approximate formulas for y and fi. It follows from
Sobelman [12J that the effective part for the broadening y in
(3a) comes from the near distances (0 4 p) and the effective
part for the shift fi in (3b) comes fro~ the far distances
(po 4 00). In this case (3a) and (3b) will take the form

P••

a" (v) = 2rc J [1 - cas TJ(p) J p . d P .. : (6a)

as (v) = 2rc JpsinTJ(p)dp (6b)
P •.

It is seen from (5) that TJ(p) will be large in the short range
(0 - p) and cas TJ(p) is quickly oscillating so that [cos TJ(p)=0,
while TJ(p)will be very small in the long range (P,,4 00), so that
sin TJ(p) '" TJ(p)· From this ah (v) and as (v) are given as

P•.

f p dp = rc p (7a)
o

a" (v) = 2rc

as (v) = 2rc J p TJ(p) d P (7b)
P •.

Application to the potential. fi v (R) = h Cn R". By
introducing this potential in (4), then TJ(v, p) is given by (5)
and the effective cross section as (v) for shift is given from (7b)
as:

as (v) = 2rc (an Cn / v ) (p}-n /3-n)

. ( C) I/n-1For the weisskopf these shift TJ = I we have p = ~
()' o v

the broadening and shift parameters ~ and 0 are given by

~=y/N=2v ab(V)=2rcV(al~Cnl)n~I (8a)

8 = NN = 2 v o, (v) = 2 rt v (a n Cn t/n-l_l_ .... (8b)
v 11-3

so that the ratio between them isgiven hv

~/b='I-;' (9)
the broadening ail '. i:

(3a) and (3b) without any approximations as:

~n = 4 1ty (a nyCn t n - 'If X [1 - cas X 1- n] cJx {9a)

o

8n=21tv (6XnyCnr/n-l/ xsin X1-ncJx (9b)

"

so that

~n 2}X[1-Cosxl-n]dx

] xsin XI-ndX
o-

.......................... (10)

The approximated and numerical values for ~n' bnand also
~nIOn(in angular frequency units) for different values of n
given by the formulas (8a,b), (9,10) are illustrated in Table 1.

Application to the Lennard-Jones potential. If the interac-
tion energy fiveR) between the excited state of the radiating
atom and the ground state of the perturbing atom is given by
the Lennard-Jones model potential

fi v (R) = h CI2 R -12- h Co R -° (11)

where R is the distance between the atoms and the constants C6

and CI2 depend on the states of the colliding atoms. The
pressure broadening ~ and shift 0 parameter in the case ofLJ.
potential are given by Hindmarch [9J as:

~ = 8 rt (3rc/8)2/5 V3/5 / fiCo /2/5 B (a) (12a)

o = 2 rc (3rc/8)2/5 V3/5 / fiCo /2/j S (a) (12b)

Here the shift and broadening functions Sea) and B(~) are
defined by the following integrals

Sea) = J X sin (ax·1I - X-5) dX .: (13)
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B(a) = J X sin? ~ (ax-II - X-5 ) dX __ ( 14)
" 2

where

a = 0.536 VM5 L1C12L1C6-11/5 _ (15)

Here L1Cc,and L1C12denote the differences of potential parame-
ters C, and CI2 for the upper and lower states of the radiating-
atom. For this potential the phase shift 11 (v, p) is taken from
(4) and (11) as

_ al2L1Cn _II a6L1CC,_5
11 (VI' p) - -- p - -- P _.(16)

v v

Following weisskopfn (v, p) = 1, then P" can be determined
from

a12L1C12 a6L1C(,
--- Po-II - -- Po-5 = 1 (17)

v v

By introducing (16) in (7b), the approximated analytical
formulas for the broadening ~ and shift 8 for L-J potential are
given as

~ =y/N = V p,,2 (l8a)

By knowing P" from (17), ~ and 0 can be obtained from
(18a) and (18b). To test the validity of the approximated
formulas (l8a) and (18b) with the weisskopf phase shift 11,,= I
in case of L.J potential the (L.J) parameters L1Cr, and L1C12for
the transitions 3p5 4p - 3p5 6s in Ar and the resonance line of
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Th (A = 377.7 nm) when the first is perturbed by He, Ne and
Ar at T = 3300k and the second is perturbed by Ne and Ar at
T = 8600k are taken from (Bielskie et al., [6]), (Dygdala et al.
[8]) respectively. These values in DHF approximation and the
weisskopf radius p (in angstrom units) for the corresponding
transitions are presented in Table 2.

The calculated values for the pressure broadening ~ and
shift 8 (in units of 10-20em") using the approximated formu-
las (18) for both Ar and Th lines are given in Table 3. These
values are compared in the same table with the values obtained
by the numerical solutions of (l2a) and (l2b) due to (Hind-
march [9]).

Results and Discussion
For the interaction potential L1v(R)= hCnR-n Table 1 illus-

trates that the approximated fromulas give very close values to
the values obtained numerically for (8, ~ and ~/8). Moreover
the interaction potential can be so easily obtained from the
measurments of the ratio ~/8, as it is linearly dependent on the
integar number n.

It is seen from Table 2 that the Weisskopf radius P" is large
for light radiating atoms while it is small for heavier atoms. It
is seen also from Table 2 that P" decreases as the mass of the
perturbing atom decrease while itis independent of mass of the
perturbing atom in case of the heavy radiating atom.

For the LJ potential it is also seen from Table 3 that there
is a close agreement between the values obtained by the two
methods. There is some discrepancy especially for some shift
values. It seems that the weisskopf phase shift 11( VI' p,,) = 1
may be not the appropriate value for the pressure shift of
spectral lines.

From Tables [ and 3, it can be seen that the approximated
formulas give good results irrespective of the used potential so
that they can be used for preliminary results especially for
complicated interaction potential.

TABLE2. L1Cr, iNUNiTSOF 10-31ern? RADS-IANDL1C12INUNITSOF10-74 cm 12RADS-IANDP" INANGSTROMUNIT.

Perturber Ar Ne He
Radiating atom p/N) L1C

6
L1C12 p,,(N) L1Cr, L1C12 P" L1C(, L1C12

Ar 3p5 4P-3p5 6s 18.I8 53.18 83750 17.77 13 55866 16.56 7.05 48187
Th A = 377.7 rim 7.21 5.87 15.25 7.2[ 1.43 6.58

TABLE3.

Ar Ne He
Formula ~ 0 ~ 8 ~ 8

( [8a) (l2a) (l8b) (l2b) (18a) (12a) (I8b) (l2b) (18a) (l2a) (18b) (12b)

Arl 3p5 41i-3p5 6s 6.51 7.04 -0.05 0.2 7.6 8.25 0.65 0.99 12.67 [3.89 1.27 1.89
Thl A = 377.7 nm l.3 1.89 -1.2 -1.18 1.73 1.83 -0.14 -0.09
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It seems that for more close agreement between the
approximated analytical formulas and the numerical solution
of (3a) and (3b) the end parameter PoB for broadening may not
be exactly equal to the starting parameter P,,5 for shift so that
there is some interference between the two parameters and PoB
must be larger than p"s' (equations 7a and 7b).
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